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PREFACE 

The analyses of gases have been of primary ind us trial j m:1ortance 

for many years. A fRi.rly accurate walysis is a necessity since the 

design of new equipment, the control and opere.tion of present equipment, 

meeting specifications required by law or cor.tpeti tion, and tte safe

guarding of healt:t depends many times upon the cor,1position of a gas. 

Industry bas relied upon the present methods of gas analysis for the 

leek of better apparatus Bnd procedures. 

Gas analyses differ from other chen,ica1 analyses in the relative 

importance of the apparatus as compared to the procedure used in tbe 

am,lysis. A gas analysis unit must necessaril!' be comparatively exten

sive and corapliceted in order to perform a simple analysis that can be 

relied upon., however, the 2.pparatus does not constitute entirely the 

present generally unsatisfactory state of gas analysis. 

Gases a.re usuelly analyzed in the gaseous state since liquefaction 

and distillation does not always give greater accuracy, and is much 

less convenient. This requires that gases be selectively absorbed 

directly on or in some substance, the correspondine contraction in 

volume giving a direct measure of the amount of a specific gas present, 

or the g3s is burned and the products of combustion when absorbed give 

a direct relation to the amount of the specific gas present in the 

original mixture. Methods using cor:ductivity are not reliable under all 

conditions, consequently, are little used where consistently accurate 

deterrriinations ur·e required. However, conductivity measurements are 

epplicable in many instances where differences are to be noted in 

gaseous mixtures, and the actuA.l composition is not necessary. Using 
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absorption alone or combustion and c1bsorption together, chernicrtl 

reactions usu::::illy occur. These rcnctions may or may not remove com

pletely a specific portion because of the slow rate of reaction, 

chemic&l ec;_uilibriwn or physical hinderance to the absorption. 

At the present, many types of Hpparatus and procedures are used 

for specific purposes with several applicable to genere.l gas ane.lysis. 

In view of the advantages over other types there exists errors in the 

absorption procedures t:t.o.t are subject to wide controversy. 'I'his con

troversy is so general it is hard for one to arrive at a conclusion as 

to the accuracy of any gas analysis regardless of apparatus or proced

i.::re used. 

It is upon ttis condition that the author deemed it necessary to 

attempt to determine some of' tlie sources of error, and their magc.itude 

in one of the general types of apparatus and procedures, and to place 

soute li;ni tcJtions upon the qiparatus in deteriairiing the proportion of 
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constituents in rntxtures contajninc hydroce.rbons raiYce:d ,.,1i tL other z;ases. 
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INTRODUC'rION 

Lavoisier is recognized as one of the first workers to start ges 

analysis on its slow journey to whr.,,t is now the modern gas a!lliilysis 

apparatus. He devoted two chepters in his book, "Traite Eler.ientaire de 

Chemie" written in 1879, to methods of measurine gas weights, volumes, 

snd the separation of gases by absorption and explosion. 

It wasn't until 1845, however, that Bunsen and Pleyfair presented 

the first serious attempt to develop methods of gas analysis for tech

nical investigation. These methods formed the background for Bunsen's 

book, "G2sometrische Methoden", published in 185?. 

Doyere, in 1848, devised an apparatus for exact analysis using a 

sep£.rate pipette for e&.ch reagent, and this was the basis for W. 

Hempel' s modification and the subsequent publicli'.tion of his book in 

1869. The apparatus devised by each investigator was complicated and 

inaccur~te. Stopcocks tb.at did not leak were a rarity, this alone 

hindering adv.i.ncement to a large extent. 

Perhaps the earliest successful attempt to devise an apparatus 

for rapid analysis of industrial gases was that of Schlosing and 

Roll&.nd, in 1868, whose simple apparatus -foreshadows closely tbe 

modern type. This was soon set aside in favor of an apparatus devised 

by Orsat in 187:, wllir;J, is practically tl-~e same as tr,Et used today. 

:.'.any modifications of t)1is apparatus have been proposed since it v1a.s 

.first described, but the pririciple has not been altered. 

Toward the end of tt.e nineteenth century many investigations were 

directed tov,ard the analysis of' gases. At this time and in the few 

years following, most of the procedures and reagents that are used 

today viere developed. Few changes have been made in reagents; most 
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of the changes occ·1r in the design of the more comJ11on apparatus for 

greater accurac;r and convenience. 

The accuracy of any gas an£lysis depends upon a number of factors 

that must be eliminated or corrected to make an accurate detern:ination. 

The following factors are most important: 

1. Change of temperature and pressure during the an1alysis. 

2. Change of water vapor content of tt.e gas. 

3o Graduation of the burette. 

4. Capillary error of the apparatus used. 

5. The type of piJ;Jette for gas absorption. 

6. The method of securing connections to eliminate leaks, 1rnd 

preventing stopcock leaks. 

7. Solubility of the gases in the confining liquid. 

B. Choice of a suitable reagent. 

9. The method of calculation of results. 

The first five factors are solved entirely by the apparatus. The 

apparatus chosen should be suitable as to accuracy and convenience for 

which it is to be used. The choice of a suitable reagent and the 

method of calculating the results present a more difficult problem and 

is the basis for this paper. 

The Change of Temperature and Pressure Durihg the Analysis 

'Nben the temperature or pressure of a gas is varied a change 
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occurs in the volume according to the gas lii.ws. The magnitude of the 

volwne change is one percent of the volume at o0c. for every 2.7 degrees 

centigrade change in temperature, if the pressure re.mains constant. In 

the transfer of a gas from one vessel to another the pressure must be 

increased, raising the temperature 1 2.nd ,ihen the gas is brought back to 
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the original pressure its volume is increased. The Burrell-Oberfell 

a_opartus corrects this change in voh®e by an auxiliary compensating tube 

inclosed in a water jacket th&t i..lso contain.s the burette, so that any 

che.nge of temperature or pressure during the analysis affects both the 

gas in the burette and the .air in the tube to the s2.me extent. ..:.11 

readings should be obtained after making connection to the co111pensating 

tube, and bringing a mercu:cy manometer to an arbitrary mark that is used 

for all readings. 

Change of ~ater Vapor Content 

.A che.nge in the water vapor tension of a gas will make a corres

ponding change in volwne. The coinpent~ating tube cannot correct this 

unless both the burette and tube are brought to the same vapor tensione 

This is accomplished by haviag wat'3r ( 1 or 2 ml.) in the compensa.tin~ 

t 11be and water in the burette or water over the confining liquid at a.11 

times. This corrects the error t:iat wo11ld occur when water is removed 

by the absorbing reagents or when the vapor tension is changed by 

temperature. Also, if' thA volume readings are :i.lways made with the gas 

saturated with water vapor proportionate _parts of water are absorbed at 

each step in the analysis and it can be assumed to be an analysis of 

the dry gaso (61) 

~raduatian of the Burette 

.:,ccurate results CcinnOt be obtained unless the burette is cali

brated properly. This error can be eliminated by purchasing a good 

burette or checking the calibration on a less expensive buretteo 

Gapill&ry Error of the Apparatus 

I'he pipettes and burette are connected with capillary glass tubing 



that should be filled with an inert gas such as nitrogen before an 

analysis is startBd. This largely eliminates the error with the excep

tion of the space below the stopcock and liquid level in the pipettes, 

which is compensated for by makine; one or two determim ti::ins on the gas 

before a deter:nination is taken as final analysis. The inert gas may 

be air from which th'3 oxygen and carbon dioxide has been removed in the 

absorption pipettes. 

Type of Pipette for Gas Absorption 

A number of gas analysis pipettes have been designed to bring the 

gas and the reagent into intimate contact. The lowest priced and most 

generally applicable is the plain pipette filled with glass capillary 

tubes, and probably is just as efficient and convenient for all solu

tions as many of the specifically designed pipettes. 
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The Method of Securing Connections to Eliminate Leaks, and Prevent

ing Stopcock Leaks 

The burette and pipettes are usually joined to a common manifold 

to make the apparatus more versatile by perI11itting the pipettes to be 

interchangeable, and allowing the gas to be transferred to any pipette 

without outside connections. ·rhe method used to illlil.ke the connections 

gas tight under pressure and vacuum is to join the glass capillaries by 

sections of bi £:'rt -:i.uali ty, red ri1bber, pressure tubing approxirrately one 

to onP 'ind one-quarter inches long with the ends of the glass together. 

The fin2l seal is made by a_;:;plying a bead of cellulose cement, prefer

ably Testers cement, around the ends of the rubber tubing efter connec

tion has been tMde. By test this joint did not leak under twelve inches 

of 111arcury })ressure for twelve hours which means that this error is com

pletely eliminRted. 



The stopcocks should be of the highest q_uali ty to insure a good 

register of key unrl baJ'rel. These mliy be see.led by a good lubrh~2.nt 

whose viscosity approximates that of vaseline. Care should be taken to 

insure exelusion of air and an even film of lubricant jn tre joint. 

Solubility of Gas in the Confining Liquid 

All gases are soluble to sor:1e ext8nt in 1,uter. This is es;:iec Lilly 

true of carbon dioxide and soi;ie hydrocarbons. To eliminate this error 

of solubility, mercury is used. as the confining liquid in both the bur

ette and. the combustion pipette, if highest precision is desired. The 

small error is negligible due to solubility of gases in the one or two 

milliliters of wateJ: over the mercury, used to saturate the gas with 

water vapor, after two or more samples have been run before the results 

are taken as final analysi.s. 

Choice of a Suitable Reugent 

5 

The choice of reagent is difficult, and presents more controversy 

tl:w.n all of the other factors in gas analysis. The choice of a specific 

reagent for absorption depends upon its ease of manipul~tion, reprod

ucibility of results, ability to absorb the specific gas completely from 

the wide possibility of mixtures of gases, operator experience required, 

solubility for gases other than the one for which it is used, formation 

of foreign by-products, rate of reaction, completion of reaction, life 

of the reagent, and the comparative cost. A discussion of the more 

common specific absorbents and designs of apparatus follows to aid in 

the selection of reagents and apparatus. 

Determin8tion of Carbon Dioxide 

The determination of carbon dioxide is the least uncertain of all 
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absorbents by using potassium hydroxide solution. It is recommended 

in nearly all procedures. This alkali absorbs carbon dioxide readily 

and completely without the formation of much precipitate in the pipette. 

Burrell and Seibert (18), and Fieldner, .Tones and Holbrook (29) recom

mend it using 33 and 30 gr~rr£, respectively, in 100 milliliters of 

water. Anderson (1) reco~~ends it using one part of potassium hydrox

ide in one and one-half to two and one-half parts of water, and Shep

hard ( 66) recommends fifty grams in 100 millili tars of solution. 

Stronger solutions may be used, hut Bunte and Wunsch (13) recommend not 

over one part of potassium hydroxide to one part of water because of the 

removal of more water from the gas by the stronger solutions. Burrell 

(15) claims paraffin hydrocarbons are completely insol'-lble in potassium 

hydroxide solution so its use is suitable for gases containing hydro-

carbons. 

SodiQ~ hydroxide may also be used and is recommended by Fieldner, 

Jones and Holbrook ( 29) using 20 grams of the alkali in 100 mtllili ters 

of water, but it precipitates a white deposit of bicarbonate on the 

capillary tubes. This is sometimes undesirable. 

Determination of Oxygen 

Oxygen is more cor11.11only determined by absorption in an alkaline 

pyrogallol solution although there is much controversy over this re

agent. The other methods used, absorption in sodium byposulfite solu

tion and combination with phosphorous, are less satisfactory than the 

alkaline pyrogallol solution and are seldom used. 

Anderson (1) recommends 142 grams of potassium hydroxide to 168 

gr~ms of pyrogallol in 690 grams of water, .Anderson (2) 15 grams of 

pyrogallol in 100 milliliters of potassium hydroxide solution of 
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specific gravity 1.55, Anderson (5) 21.2 grams of pyrogallol to 66.6 

grs.rn.s of potassium hydroxide in 100 mil.lili ters of solution, Burrell ( 16) 

120 grams of potassium hydroxide to 5 grams of pyrogallol in 95 gr1i1ms of 

water, Hoffman (35) one psrt of pyrogallol to one part of pot&ssium 

hydroxide in three parts of water, Hald~ne and Makgill (32) 10 grw.ms of 

pyrogallol in 100 milliliters of an 80 percent solution of potassium 

hydroxide, Bruckner and Bloch (12) uses 111 1 to 1.5 ratio of pyrogallol 

to potassium hydroxide, 1i1nd Burrell and Seibert (18) recommends for 111 

Hempel pipette a solution of 5 grams of pyrogallol to 120 grams of 

potassium hydroxide in 95 grams of water. 

Potassi~~ hydroxide is generally used for the alkali, but the use 

of sodiwn hydroxide has some distinct 1i1dvantages. Shipley (67) recom

mends 7.36 gI"lil.rr.S of sodium hydroxide to 10 grams of pyrogallol in 11.62 

grams of w1ater, and Burrell (16) one gram of pyrogallol to 2.5 grams of 

sodiu1'l. hydroxide in 5.5 grams of water. 

From these it is difficult to choose the best as each worker pre

~snts good features for each solution. 

H1i1ldana and Makgill (32} 1i1nd Drakely and Nicol (26) indicate that 

carbon monoxide evolution will likely give low results for oxygen when 

deterDUned in alkaline pyrogallol, 1i1nd have found carbon monoxide 

evolved from alk1i1line pyrogallol solutions bn absorbing oxygen of 98 

percent purity, with the quantity of c~rbon monoxide evolved increasing 

as the concentration of the pyrogallol decreases in the solution. 

Others have found indications of the same evolution, but limit the form

ation. Bruckner ~nd Bloch (12) have found that carbon monoxide will be 

evolved when analyzing gases containine over 20 to 25 percent of oxygen, 

and Shipley (67) finds that no carbon monoxide is formed in either 
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potassium hydroxide or sodium hydroxide pyrogallol if the oxygen content 

of the gas is below 28 percent. Anderson (1) has found that no carbon 

monoxide is formed from any concentration of alkaline pyrogallol, and 

Anderson (2) reports no carbon monoxide is formed in appreciable amounts, 

and none usually formed even in old solutions. This indicates the un

settled state of gas .nalysis procedures. 

The solutions vary considerably, and Anderson (3) states that the 

alkaline pyrogallol solutions decrease greatly in specific absorption 

as the potassium hydroxide density decreases slightly below lo55. This 

is in agreement with Drakeley and Nicol (26). Anderson (4) also reports 

that stronger and more viscous solutions of pyrogallol can be used in 

the Orsat type than in the Hempel type of pipette resulting in greater 

efficiency, This is to say that the sodium hydroxide pyrogallol solu

tions are unsuitable for use in Hempel pipettes since the sodium reagent 

is good only in viscous solutions (2). Anderson (2) cautions that pyro

gallol solutions will deteriorate above 24 degrees centigrade, and Burrell 

{16) indicates that the pyrogallol solution will last indefinitely if 

kept in the absence of oxygen. This is a good feature since a supply of 

solution may be kept on hand, 

There is disagreement as to which of the alkaline pyrogallol solu

tions is superioro Shipley (67) is in favor of sodium hydroxide pyro

gallol since it will absorb five times as much oxygen as the correspond

ing potassium hydroxide pyrogallol solution. The total absorption for 

the sodiwn reagent is three plus atoms of oxygen absorbed per molecule 

of pyrogallol in the solution. However, Anderson (5) and Bruckner and 

Bloch (12) show that the absorption is slow for the sodium reagent re

quiring four minutes for complete absorption as compared to one minute 



for the potassium reagent. This indicates that the potassiwn hydroxide 

pyrogallol solution is superior in the ease of handling. 

Anonymous (7) has concluded that alkaline pyrogallol solutions are 

better than sodium hyposulfite or chromous acetate solutions, and 

Q,uiggle (62) in agreement has shown that sodium hyposulfite solutions 

are not good for determinations on standing a few days after being made. 

The presence of seven percent ethylene or benzene in the gas, 

according to Ott (51), will completely suppress the absorptfon of oxygen 

on phosphorous, but White (76) states it requires only a fraction of a 

tenth of a percent. This makes it unsuitable for gases containing 

hydrocarbons, and the error as shown by Wing ( 79) is too large for 

accurate determinations, being from .05 to .10 percent for ordinary 

gases, regardless of the hydrocarbons present. Also phosphorous is too 

inconvenient, and too easily inhibited to reaction with the oxygen. 

From the literature it is concluded the.t the density of the potas

sium hydroxide pyrogallol solution should be about 1.55 and the pyro

gallol content fairly high for greatest efficiency. There is no 

objection to the use of the sodium reagent except that it is much slower 

to absorb the oxygen from the gas. 

There is little indication in the literature that hydrocarbons are 

soluble in the alkaline pyrogallol solutions. Burrell (15) states that 

paraffins are totally insoluble in the solutions, but indicates that 

when higher hydrocarbons are present in natural gas a slight increase 

in absorption was noted (18). 

Determination of Unsaturated Hydrocarbons 

The determination of unsaturated hydrocarbons is difficu_lt since 

a reagent of proper selectivity is not available ~~thout many objections 
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from a number of workers. The reagents more commonly used are sulfuric 

acid or oleum, and bromine water. The latter is not much used since it 

is difficult to handle, and the errors are much greater than the absorp-

tion in sulfuric acid. 

The primary objection to the acid is that paraffin hydrocarbons are 

soluble in various concentrations, and it may introduce an error in the 

hydrogen determination. Worstall (80) has shown that pure methane is 

soluble in oleum to the extent of .12 percent in thirty minutes, and 

natural gas methane solubility is 1.5 percent in sixteen hours. It was 

also found that the ethane loss was 0.6 milliliters per hour. This 

indicates that the methane loss is negligible for a short time contact 

and is in agreement with Burrell and Seibert (18). Schenck and Dingman.11 

(64) recommend the acid, but :place a three to five minute time limH of 

contact to prevent absorption of methane and hydrogen. 

Many workers, however, consider the error to be quite large in 

dissolving paraffins. Burrell and Seibert (18) reported a two percent 
. 

loss in pure ethane in five minutes when contacting oJ.ewn, Niederer (48) 

and Mulcahy (47) also find appreciable solubility when absorbing methane 

and ethane in oleum. Considerable amounts of the heavier hydrocarbons 

are soluble as the concentration of the acid increases and is reported 

by Anderson and Engelder (6). Orndorff and Young (50) also has reported 

evidence of propane being quite soluble in olewn. 

Ethylene is difficult to remove and to prevent its removal from 

gases by absorption. ~orton (46) findsthat benzene is removed easily 

in sulfuric acid of specific gravity 1.84, and ethylene is not soluble 

in it if the benzene concentration is above 0.1 percent. This will 

lower the absorption error to less than 0.2 percent in any case due to 
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ethylene. Morton also has found that the hjghe:r olefins present cause 

the benzene content to be high by analysis. Ethylene is shown to be 

insoluble in 87 percent acid if the concentration is not over 20 percent 

in the gels by Tropsch and Mattox (72}, and is in agreement with Dubois 

(27). To effect the removal of ethylene, acia stronger than 100 percent 

must be used. 

With these difficulties present Ott (51) recommends the acid over 

bromine water, and Dubois (27), Dennjfl (2'.3), e-1,c1 Ott (5.2) find fairly 

good 2ccu.racy a.nd good rernovi-11 of all unsaturates using 20, 24 and 25 

percent oleum. 

The exect mechanism or reaction when tbe olefins are dissolved in 

oleum is not entirely settled, but Ormandy and Craver.. (49) has found 

the reGction, with the exception of ethylene, to form saturated hydro-

curbons and higrly u11saturatec subst,rnces tb.st remein in the ecid. 

The use of catalysts or additives in the acid has not been entire

ly prover. to be ac.v&ntag:eous to accuracy. One-h&lf percent of vanadic 

acid is recommended by Wellers (75) for separeting ethylene series 

hydrocar·bons frorn paraffins, end finds it L11possible to separate them 

in sulfuric e.cid alone in aey concentration at room temperatures. The 

use of mixed s ulf'a tes of nickel and silvel' is re::,orted as good by Tropsch 

and Mattox ( 72), but I:avis and Quiggle ( 22) find that the addition 

d"'creeses the effectiveness cf sep&ration of ethylene 2nd propane. 

Thorburn (?l} reported that 20 to 35 percent oleum plus 0.05 percent 

iodir.e is i£OOd for stsorbing unsaturates, but will absorb also any 

carbon rnono:xicle that is present. Silver sulfc.te alone is recorr.mended 

by Gluud and Schneider (31) in the strengths from 0.5 to 1.0 percent, 

and an acceleration of ebsorption is reported by Pigulevskii (60) when 

using the sulfatee 



For tbe absorption of both the r.1ethe.ne and ethylene series a sol

ution of 25 grams of mercuric iodide and 30 grams of potassirnr:. iodide 

in 100 milliliters cf v1ater is reco1:1rnencled 'by ';1ellers (75), but no 

other reconunendetions were found as to the effectiveness or Fccurecy 

of this solution. 

Determi rw tj on of C:arbori. Monoxid.e and F..ydrogen 

The remov1:cl of carbon monoxide by absorption in solution has been 

criticised extensively, and its use in exact 2.nalysis is very limited 

at the present time. The common absorbent is a solution of cuprous 

chloride, but iodine pento:xine, copper ammoniun, forr.t2.te and lactate 

have been used. 
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Dennis and Hopkins (24) and Berger and Schrenk (41) report that 

cuprous chloride is effective in complete removal of the carbon monoxide 

only if used in tv,o pipettes. Ott (52) (53) recommends a sm&ll amount 

of solution, only two ruillili ters to miniflize other errors. Dubois (28) 

finds that an 2cid solution of cuprous chloride is rapid but incomplete, 

and an alkaline solution is complete but slow. He recommends two passes 

of tv,o winut8s each into ten milliliters of solution for the acid ab

scrbent, and three passes of two minutes e2ch into five milliliters of 

solution for the alkaline absorbent to obtain nearly complete removal 

of the carbon monoxide. Others such as Yakovlev (81) give longer con

tact time to obtair:. the desired results. 

The completeness and rapidity of absorption of the carbon monoxide 

is not the main objection, but the absorption of gaseotIB hydrocarbons is 

high which is very undesirable. Niederer (48) has reported methane is 

soluble in the alkaline solution of cuprous chloride, and Burrell and 

Seibert ( 18) find that ethane is quite soluble. Several others includ

ing Anonymous (8) arld Burrell (15) have found the error due to absorp-



t:i.on of higber hydrocarbons may be as high as three percent. Since the 

errors are so high, Hoffri~ann (36) recommends the cuprous chlod de soh1-

tion omitted. 

However·, if the absorption of the hydrocarbons is not important 

they VJill not affect the carbon monoxide absorption in the cuprous 

chloriue reagent accordiLg to Dittrict (25). 

The use of oleum-iodine pentoxide mixtures is too limited for 

general use. Pieters ( 59) finds a solution of 25 percent oleum with 

the iodine pentoxide will absorb all of the carbon monoxide, but less 

than ten percent of excess sulfur trioxide can be tolerc1ted if' any hydro

gen or methane is present in the sample. Dittric:b (25) agrees with this 

and also states no highe1· paraffins can be present. Thorburn (71) 

states that a solution of oleum-iodine pentoxide will oxidize traces 

of hydrogen, but the methane present is unaffected. Nevertheless, for 

good results the hydrocarbon content must be below 1 part in 1000 

according to Gautier (30). 

Carbon monoxide absorption in copper anunoniurtt form1c.te and lactate 

is good, and both better than the chloride or acetate accordi.ng to 

Zhavoronkov and Reahchikov (82), and the removal of carbon monoxide in 

copper ammoniwn hydroxide, carbonate, acetate, chloride, sulfate, and 

nitrRte may be used for technical analyses, but not for exact analyses 

accordine to Moller (45). 

P,.ydrogen is sometimes dete1·mir:.ed by combustion over palladium 

asbestos, but this is reported unsatisfactory by Hempel (33) and Watase 

(74) if any hydrocarbons are present. This is also true in the absorp

tion of hydrogen by a solution of or solid palledous chloride or colloid

cl palladium reports White (77) and Dennis (23). 

l?, 
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Carbon monoxide and hydrogen are more comrr,only determined together 

over heated copper oxide. This method is much more satisfactory than 

other methods, and presents mucb less controversy as to the accuracy 

of the determination. However, there are quite a number of different 

temperatures that are optirr,um among workers fo:i:- complete combustion. 

Methane may also be determined by the same method, and will be 

djscussed along with the carbon monoxide and hydrogen determination. 

The procedure for determining carbon monoxide and hydrogen is to 

pass the gas slowly tbrougt a heated tube containing copper oxide where 

the hydrogen and carbon monoxide are oxidized to water and carbon 

dioxide respectively. From the contraction after coolin~ and after 

absorption in the alkali pipette the amount of the two can be calculated. 

When methane is deterrnir.ed by this method the carbon dioxjde from the 

combustion is a measure of the methane in tbe ori.ginal mlxture. 

The conditions for optimur.1 results are reported to be according to 

Taple.y (69) as carbon monoxide and hydrogen over copper oxide at 280°c., 

and with hydrogen and methane over copper oxide at a red heat, Broom 

(11) reports 0arbon monoxide end hydrogen over copper oxide at 200° to 

300°c., Rassfeld (63) carbon monoxide and hydrogen at 250° to 300°c., 

and methane at 700° to soo0c., Ott (54) hydrogen at 270° to 290°C., 

Keller and Klempt (40) hydrogen and carbon rr.onoxide at 500° to 520°c. 

and methane at 850°c., Bahr (10) hydrogen at 300°c., and methane at 

900° to 1000°c., Pauschurdt (57) hydrogen at 380°c. for 10 minutes and 

methane at goo0 c. for 10 minutes, and to reoxidize the copper oxide 

after five to six determinations, Ca~pbell and Gray (21) methane et ?00°c. 

in seven minutes, Ott (55) hydrogen at 300°c., and methane at a red heat 

and Yakovlev {81) methane at 1050°c. for seven to ten minutes. 



Many workers use a catalyst with the copper oxide, and find it 

satisfactory. I\Jibaut (78) recommends the addition of eerie oxide to 

aid in the combustion and to obt~dn better results. With this addition 

hydrogen is determined at 270°c. and methane at a red heat. Herrmann 

(34) states with pure copper oxide the combustion of methane is incom

plete, only 70 to 75 percent, even 2t 900°c., and suggests the addition 

of a platinum group oxide then determine hydrogen at 350°c. snd methane 

at 825°c. Arneil (9) found that one percent ferric oxide reduces the 

methane combustion temperature by 200°c. Maly (44) agrees ~~th these 

workers, and that the addition of cobaltous oxide, eerie oxide or 

ferric oxide will eliminate many errors. 

The reduction of copper oxide by hydrogen bas been found to begin 

at 140°c. by St. John (68), and carbon monoxide oxidation begins at 

lt,o0 c. using copper oxide on asbestos is reported by Pieters ( 58). If 

cobeltous oxide is used as a catalyst, hydrocarbons may be determined 

over copper oxide at elevated temperatures King and Edgcombe (42) 

reports. 
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Dissociation of the copper oxide at elevated temperetures has been 

noted by Terres and Maguin (?O}. Bunte and Wunsch (14), and Maly (44), 

but Maly states the oxygen is reabsorbed on cooling introductng no error. 

There is also indications of the carbon dioxide being absorbed by the 

copper oxide introducing an error, King and Edgcombe (42) and Bunte and 

Wunsch (14) report this. Although there is no reacticn between nitrogen 

and the copper oxide an error is introduced when burning methane that 

cannot be elindnated according to Ott (56) amounting to 0.5 percent. 

The largest error, however, is introduced when burning gases containing 

hydrocarbons. Terres and Meguin ( 70) have noted that ethylene will 



deposit carbon on copper oxide, and that methane and carhon ~onoxide 

cannot be quantitatively separated. Burning of hydrocarbons over 

copper oxide at only 280°c. is reported by King and Edgcombe (42) who 

have found that ethane, propane and butane are burned to the extent of 

0.8, 1.0, and 1.4 percent respectively. 
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Campbell (20) presents data that unsaturetes are easily burned over 

copper oxide at about 300°c., and Jaeger (37) in his procedure specifies 

that wisaturates be removed before the combustion of hydrogen and car

bon monoxide., 

Regardless of the errors introduced this method should be far more 

accurate than other procedures, especially for carbon monoxide, and. is 

recommended by Fieldner, Jones and Holbrook (29), Burrell and Oberfell 

(17), and Jones and Neumeister (38) for exact gas analyses. 

Deter min.a tion of Hydrocarbons 

In the modern apparatus only one method is used to any extent to 

detern:ine gaseous hydrocarbons. This is by slow combustion of the 

hydrocarbons with oxygen or air. The sample is placed in a heavy 

walled pipette after tte removal of other gases in the sample, especially 

oxygen, and a small platinum spirel is heated near the capillary inlet. 

Oxygen is tten introduced slowly. The hydrocarbons burn, and usually 

methane and ethane are determined from the contraction and the carbon 

d.ioxide formed. Using the old explosion method of hydrocarbon combus

tion the ~Bin objection was to the formation of oxides of nitrogen. The 

volwne of oxides of nitrogen formed during slow combustion never exceeds 

0.005 milliliters and is usually lower according to Jones and Parker (39). 

This error is negligible. Schenck and Dingmann (64) report that the 

methene content of the gas must be below 40 percent to prevent the 



formation of methanol and formaldehyde, and van Dam (?3) agrees with 

Schenck and Dingmann in that carbon dioxide must be removed after each 

pass since methane will not burn completely in the presence of carbon 

dioxide. This is also recommended by many other workers. 

If air is used for combustion a smaller sample of gas must be 

taken which will multiply any error. To minimize this error Burrell 

( 15} recor.m1ends the use of pure oxygen with a larger sample. 

It can be seen that if a worker is C<'-'-reful to obtain complete 

combustion other errors are at a minimum, consequently this method is 

used almost exclusively. 

Calculation of Results 

When a hydrocarbon is burned carbon dioxide is formed. There is 

l? 

a small difference in the molecular volume of the hydrocarbon and of 

the carbon dioxide. Burrell and Seibert (19) state there is an error 

as high as two percent due to trsis if the voli.nne of the carbon dioxide 

is taken as the same volume of tte original hydrocarbon. Schuster (65) 

and other workers agree there is a difference, but it is snrall and can 

be neglected, contrary to Kobe (43) and Burrell and Seibert (19) who 

say it should be corrected. 

Burrell (18} (16} in other articles presents calculations showing 

only ,'3mall diff8rences in the molecular volwnes. He states that the 

deviations from tbe gas laws are small since methane is nearly a per

fect gas, and ethane differs only by 0.01 from Oto ?60 millimeters 

pressure. Propane and butane differences are but slightly higher and 

usoolly are in very small percentages in most gas samples. 

This error is of f2.r less magnitude than other errors in gas 

analyses, and it is concluced that it is negligible. 





Description of the Apparatus 

The gas analyzer used was a Burrell-Oberfell gas ana lysis appar

atus sold by E. H. Sergent and Co. Plate 1 shows the apparatus 

ar r2nged for complete gas analysis. The apparatus consists of a 100 

milliliter burette with a compensating tube ir•closed in a gbss wo.tef' 

jucLet :for correctinc; clt�,1ges of temperEture e.nd pressure during the 

2nalysis, four pipettes, and a co9per oxide tube with en electrjc 

heater. Mercury was used as the confining Hquid in both tLe burette 

and the slow combustion pipette. 
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Three of the four pir,ettes were conmen absorption ;ii1iettes filled 

with glass tubes ttree mi.lUn:.eters in di13-meter for increo.sing the area 

of contact between the ges end the liquid. The first pipette, nAxt to 

the burette, v,as fillAd with alkali for thA detern,irn+,:ion of csrbon 

dioxid e, the second was fiJ led with fWTling sulfuric acid for the deter

r.;ins.tion of illuminants, and th e third with alkaline pyrogallol for the 

determination of oxygen. The fourth was a slow combustion pipette con

taining the platinum spiral atop two glass tubes filled wi tt mercury for 

a conductor, these extend to tte opening at the t op of the pipette. 

The burette was conLected at the bottom witL a leveling bulb con

taining mercury sufficient to fill the burette. On the mercury was 

riding one to t1No mil] ili ters of water to keep tbe gas saturated with 

water vc:.'._)or. The compensutine tube also contained two to three milli

liters of wo.ter to take care of changes of temperature affecting the 

vapor tension of the gas inside the tube. The burette and compensating 

tube were connected by a mercury filled manometer which was leveled 

before each burette readin..g to insure a reading of the gas se.mple at a 

E~PERIMENTAL 



standard pressure. 

All of tbe RppaTatus ws.s connected to a comlllon manifold so that a 

gas sample could be transferred to any pipette or to tbe copper oxide 

tube. The common pipettes were filled with solution sufficient to form 

a seal at the bottom when the capillary side was filled to the mark. 

To tr..e rear branches of the pipettes were attached rubber bags to pre

vent access of air to tr:e reagents. 

The copper o:x:ide tube was purchased ready filled from E. H. Sargent 

and Co. It was heated by a 220 volt eJ.,wL.·i.,: heater capable of raising 

the te:n.per1:,.ture to 300°c. in about 15 minutes. A rheostat for accurate

ly controlling the temperature was located on the front _panel. 
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The combustion pipette was connecte d at the bottom with a leveling 

bulb containing mel'.'cury sufficient to fill the pipette to the mark. 

Through the stopper at the bottom extended the conductor tubes with 

pl::•timun lee.d wires secJ.led in the t:;lass for heating the spiral at the 

top. '1.'he current ,.vas regulated roughly from 110 volts by a sliding 

contact on the external resistance shown at the extreme right of Plate lo 

The fine udjustment was made by a sm2.ll rheostat on the front panel. 

The spiral ·.vas two and one-quc:rter inches of No. 30 (B&.S gauge) plati

!lU!!l vdre forming five loops. Two switches are also on the front panel 

for the heater and the spiral circuits. 

':J:'he apparatus was usetl to detect differences in results when 

analyzing standard samples. These standard samples were held in five 

gallon el3.ss bottles under pressure so that a sample could be withdrawn 

without using a displacing liquid thereby eliminating possibilities of 

errors from absorption OT reaction with the confining liquid. The 

samples taken from these bottles were assumed to be of the same composi-

tiono 
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Through the stopper in the bottle was s st 0J_pcock and a twenty 

i:ich mercury manometer. The sto1,per wss held fir·aly in _place by wire, 

and made gas tight by a bead of Testors cement. To fill the bottle 

approximately twelve inches of vacuum was pulled on it by a water pump, 

and the gases were added to the bottle by openi:1.g the stopcock. ,:,fter 

ad.di tlons had been made ap_proxLn&teJ.y eighteen inches of mer-cury pressure 

was applied by compressed air. After several days to insure com.9lete 

diffusion, the sam_ple was ree.dy for analysis. To withdraw a sample a 

short section of rubber tubing was nttached to the bottle and appnratus, 

and after openine; the sample bottle stoi:,cock sli e:lltly and lowering the 

mercury in the burette a sample could be drawn for analysis. See Plate 

L 

The oxygen for the slovi combustion 'Nas stored in a section of 

glass pipe fitted with stoppers at each end, and by water displacement 

from a reservoir and lov1ering of the mercury in the burette oxygen 

could be drawn into the burette for the combustton. See Plate 1. 

fiethod of ,\nalysis and rrechnique of Operation 

1ui "exact" analysis is one in which more than ordinary care bas 

been taken to insure that all existing errors are reduced to a minimwn. 

To perforrn an "exact" analysis using the apparatus described it is 

necessary to take utmost care in performing all operations, and to 

explain the operations in detail would be tiresome to one familiar with 

gas analysis. HovlBver, the general procedure will be given with the 

understanding that all operations are carefully made, and that good 

practice in manipulation is closely fc,J_lowed. 

1. Prep[0 l'::ition of Ap_peratus 

The apparatus must be thoroughly clean beforA assembly and main-



tained in that f~shion duri~g subsequent analyses. A few milliliters 

of water. are placed ove:r> the ;11ercury in the burette and in tte com-

pensati ng tube with readings tuken i::-i the bu:::·ette from the water men-

iscus after allowing the sample a minute or so to reach e,1uilibrium and 

become saturated with water vapor. 

The rubber bags are slightly inflated first and placed on the .cear 

branches of the pipettes to allow for 2bsorption by the reagents of 

gases from the air. To test for leaks, approxiruetely fifty milliliters 

of air are drawn into the burette, and after opening the burette to the 

manifold ten inches of mercury vacuw11 and pressure is placed on the 

apparatus for fifteen minute periods, the vol\we of gas being noted 

before and after the test. No loss in volume should occur. 

The manifold and copper oxide tube is flushed prior to each anal-

ysis with the inert gas residium after absorbine; the oxygen from air 

in the alkali~e pyrogallol pipette. 

2. Sampling 

Before beginning an analysis, the gas in the compensating tube 

and the manifold is adjusted to at~ospheric pressure, and all of the 

pipette reagents are adjusted to the mark on the capillaries. The 

heater for the copper oxide tube may be turned on at this time or 

0 
anytime that is sufficient for the temperature to be at 300 C. when 

the sample is ready for the combustion of hydrogen and carbon monoxide. 

To withdraw a sample fror:i the gas bottle for analysis, connection 

is made to the gas bottle and six samples of approximately fifty milli-

liters each are t&ken and discarded to insure that the tubing and 

manifold capillary are flushed of air. The seventh sample of fifty to 

sixty milliliters is retained for analysis. Connection is then made 
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to the co:1pcLS2.tir:g t 1J.tc, the n:anomete:· leveled c,ccurrtely, 2r1-:l the 

voltw.e re::.·::. fror:, the burett2. The sc11:1ple is now ready for 2n2lys is. 

3. Dete~~in9tion of Curbon DioxiCe 

The re:c:13er.t used for the o-Jtcr 1dn::,.tion of Cc.-irbon dio::,:ir<c j s 2. 

poti::·ssirnn hydroxide solution m2de hy Gd.ding 30 gra:ns of chemically 

pure potessirn.: h~1 dr·o:x:icle to 100 millilite:r·s of wat<=,r as recornvencl?a. by 

Field1.1s.::r, Jrines ancl Eolbroc,k (29). This reagent should s~·tisfa~+,orily 

absorb the carbon dio~ide from the sample. 

The sample is slowly pessed into the alkali pipette, and js nJlowed 

to remain in contc1ct for one mimrte, and then returned to the burette. 

Tbis ls rerJeated twice and ther.. the reagent is carefully adjusted to 

the mark. The vclume of the sample is tsken by connecting to the com

pcns8tine; tube cfter allowing time for the sample to become saturated 

with water vapor. To make certain all of the carbon dioxide hes been 

ren:oved it is returned to the caustic _pi.9ette for t,,,o short passes, 

and trie volur:ie i.s again read as before. .Any furtter contraction must 

be added to the first for the volume of carbon dioxide in the semple. 

4. Deterrniuation of Illwtlnants 

To remove all un13sturated compounds it is necessary to use furnir:g 

sulf,_e·ic acj c1. For this purpose, cbe.ro.ically _pure sulfuric acid he.ving 

15 percent sulfur trioxide wr:,s cho!3en es tbe reagent. 

After the ce.rboE diozid.e determin,,tion, connections are nade and 

the gas p3sEed six timAs into the ecid allowirg 30 seconds for each 

p1:,ss. The gas then ccntair:.s consjdere1.ble sulf'UT t:rioxirle fumes which 

must be rc!r.0'7P.c1 in th'3 alkali pipette using the same procedure as for 

the determination of carbon dioxide. The volume is read and any con

tr&ction is recorded as the volume of illurninants in the sample. 
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5. Determination of Oxygen 

Oxygen is determined by the contraction resulting from the absorp

tion of the sample in alkaline pyrogallol. 

The reagent used is recomJn.ended by Anderson ( 5), and is made by 

adding 21.2 grams of pyrogallic acid to 66.6 grams of _potassium hydro

xide, and rnakine; the final volmne for the soL.1tion 100 milliliters. 

This reagent is more concentrated than many of the others, and is 

recommended for greater efficiency and a minimum evoL1tion of carbon 

monoxide, if any is evolved, 

To absorb the oxygen, the sample is passed into the alkaline 

pyrogallol pipette three tiines allowing one minute contact for each 

pass. Then the sample is _passed five times into the pipette allowing 
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30 seconds for a completed pass from the burette and return. The volume 

is noted, and three more short passes are made. The volume is again 

read and the total contraction is the volume of oxygen in the sample. 

If this procedure will not remove all of the oxygen, as noted by still 

further contraction, the reagent should be discarded snd replaced with 

fresh solutjon. 

6. Determination of Carbon Monoxide and Hydrogen 

The heater at 300°c. is lowered over the copper oxide tube, and 

connection is made between the burette and combustion pipette through 

the copper oxi1e tube. The gas is passed slowly (exactly 10 ml. per 

minute) through the copper oxide tube by raising the mercury level 

in the burette and lowering the mercury level in the combustion pipette. 

The rate was found conveniently controlled by a screw clamp on the 

burette mercury reservoir tube~ The gas is passed back at the same 

rate, and this operation repeated once. 



Raise the furnace and cool the copper oxide tube by compressed air 

to room temperature, and measure the volume. Any contraction is the 

volwne of hydrogen in the srunple. 

Pass the gas into the caustic pipette and remove the carbon dioxide 

as in the determination of carbon dioxide. 'I'hen pass the gas through 

the copper oxide tube to flush out residual carbon dioxide remaining in 

the capillaries and copper oxide tube, and again pass the gas into the 

caustic pipette. Return the gas to the burette and measure the volume. 

The contraction is the volwne of carbon monoxide in the sampleo 

7. Determination of the Hydrocarbons as Methane and Ethane 

The residual swnple is now stored in the alkali pipette, and an 

excess of oxygen is drawn into the burette, the volume measured, and 

then passed into the combustion pipette. The sample is then drawn into 

the burette. Compressed air is directed on the combustion pipette, and 

the spiral is brought to a bright yellow heat. 

Slowly pass the gas into the combustion pipette (10 ml. per minute) 

by regulating the flow with the screw clamp. When all of the gas has 

passed out of the burette, open the screw clamp and pass the gas back 

and forth ove~ the hot spiral several times, and then once through the 

copper oxide tube to sweep out the remaining hydrocarbons. Measure the 

volume after cooling. 

Pass the gas into the alkali pipette as in the carbon dioxide 

deterr,1ination and record the volume. The combustion should be repeated 

by passing the g'"dS over the heated spiral several times recording again 

the contraction and absorption in the alkali pipette. If the combustion 

was properly carried out, the second contraction should be less than 0.5 

millili terso 
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8. Calculation of Results 

The calculations are sho,vn by carrying through an actual sample 

calculationo For a certain gas asswne that the analysis has given the 

following observed gas volumes and contractions,, 

Component Reading Difference Percent 

Volume of' Sample Taken 55.45 

Ai'ter Absorption of CO2 50.20 5o25 9.,48 

After Absorption of Illuminants 49.15 1.05 1.89 

After Absorption of Oxygen 38.35 10,,80 19,,50 

Cont. Due to H2 Over CuO 37060 Oo75 1,,35 

Cont. Due to CO After Absorption 37.45 Ool5 0.27 

Oxygen Added for Combustion 48 .. 70 

Total Volume 86.15 

Vol. After First Combustion 69.20 16.95 

Vol. After Fi:rst CO2 ;,._bsorption 56060 12.60 

Vol. After Second Combustion 56025 Oo35 

Vol. After Second CO 2 Absorption 55080 0.,45 

TotHl Contraction 17.20 

Total CO2 Formed 13005 

Ethane 5.93 10017 

Methane 2,,19 3.95 

Nitrogen by Difference 53.39 

-------· --------
The percent of carbon dioxide in the gas sample is calculated by 

the ratio of the contraction after the absorption in the alkali pipette 

multiplied by 100 to the original volume of the sample. 
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The percent of illwninants is calculated by the ratio of the 

contraction after absorption in the olenm multiplied by 100 to the 

original volume of the sample. 

The percent of oxygen is calculated by the ratio of the contrac

tion after Rbsorption in the alkaline pyrogallol multiplied by 100 to 

the original volume of the sample. 

The percent of hydrogen is calculated by the ratio of the contrac

tion after the copper oxide combustion multiplied. by 100 to the volume 

of the original sample. 

The percent of carbon monoxide is calculated by the ratio of the 

carbon dioxide formed after the copper oxide combustion multiplied 

by 100 to the original volume of the sample. 

The percent of ethane is calculated by the ratio of two times 

the volume of C8.rbon dioxide formed by the slow combustion minus the 

contraction due to the slow combustion multiplied by 100 to ohe and 

one-half tirnes the volume of the original sample. 

The percent of methane is calculated by the ratio of the carbon 

dj_oxide formed by the slow combustion minus two times the amount of 

ethane in the sample multiplied by 100 to the original vollliil.e of the 

s 1'1Jfip le. 

9o Preparation of Standard Samples 

The samples were prepbred by admitting gases to the sample bottles 

under vacuum. The carbon dioxide was prepared by the reaction of sul

furic acid on calciQ~ carbonate. The light gaseous hydrocarbons were 

the hydrocarbons present in the n2tural gas from the Stillwater, 

Oklahoma city mains. The heavier gaseous hydrocarbons were obtained by 

removing the vapors from petroleum ether (B.P. 35-65 c.) by vacuum at 



~oom tempere.ture. The ethylene used was from a cylinder containing 

)rdinary conunercial grade of compressed gas. These ge.ses were mlxed 

rn follows: 

So.mple A contained air, carbon dioxide, and natural gas. 

Sample R contained air, carbon dioxide, and the heavier hydrocarbons 

from petrolewn ether. 

Sample C contsined air, carbon dioxide, natural gas, and ethylene. 

E:xperimantal Data and Discussion of Results 

For an exact gas analysis the first two or three analyses made 

on a new sample are disregarded as inaccurate, and will sometj.r,1es 

show differences in results. J,.fter the first two or three analyses 

all subsequent determinations on the same sample should give constant 

results. If differences persist indefinitely with the same technique 

then there are possibilities of errors being introduced other than 

errors due to faulty manipule.tion. The foJ.::.ov.'i 'i,'!: ·,·,,s,,l·~i~ c1 c not show 

the first tL.reo 2.nalyses. 

Crd.in2..rily when reportin~ e,as cor:rposi tions, deterr:iined by gas 

analysis appar,,tus similar to tbe apparatus used, the results are re

ported only to tr.e :rearest one-tenth percent. The purpose of this 

paper is to examine differences in results, end percentages will be 

rr,_ported to hundredths o-: _pe::c·cent sjnce the g2.s volumes are ree.d to 

the nearest five-hundredths of a ~illiliter. 

Sample .1-1.0 

1. The gc:s M::S b.Lalyzed by follo·.liir:.g the gsnerally _practiced, 
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standnrd _procedt.i.:·e for determinj_ng the composition of a gas con

taining hydrocc;rbons or a naturul gas. 'I'he results are given in Table 

1-A. 



These results stow tbe presence of tydrogen ,l!ld carbon monoxide 

which ere not believed to be present. 

2. If r1Ydrof;en 2.r.<i cnrbon rnoncnic e 1.vs2.'e rresent end ~, no wing t 1-1~ 

2,mount fro!fl Table 1-.A an 2.nalysis orrri ttine the copper oxide corabus-

tion 2-nd burning the hydrocarbons, hydrogen, 2.nd carbon l!lonoxide to-

gether in the slow combustion pipette from the dc1ta obtained the 

percentage of methane end ethane could be back calculated to obtain 

the results given in Teble 1-A. This would .Prove the presence of ty-

drogen and carbon monoxide. The results given in 'n:.ble 2-;. were 

obtained by omitting the copper oxide combustion, the procedur·e other-

1Nise being the same as used to obtain the results shown in Table 1-Ao 

The calculation o:' methane s.nd ethane percentages from results in 

11able 2-J;. deducting for the amount of hydrogen and carbon monoxide 

shown in Table 1-A are as follov;s: 

Methene :: Total CO2 - 2 :x: Ethe.ne 

~ethane/ 2 x Ethane 

Ethane - 2 x Total co 2 - Total Contraction; 1.5 

Total Contraction : 2 x Total CO2 - 1.5 x Ethane 

Basis 100 milliliters of gas. 

Contrac:ti 012 due to Hydroge:1 :: Percentage of Hydrogen 

Carbon Dioxide formed from Carbon Monoxide = Percentege of Carton 

Monoxicle 

Total CO2 = 12.19 mlo 

Total Contrection 2 X 12.19 - lo5 X 0.95 22096 mlo 

Contraction clue to 5ydrogen = le35 ml. (Table 1-A) 

Carbor Dioxide fanned from Carbon Monoxide = 0.17 rr.l. (Teble 1-A) 

Carbon Dioxide from il'Iethane and Ethane = 12.19 - 0.17 = 12.02 ml. 



C OlilPONENT READING DIIT.l!:RENCE 
SAMPLE SWi.PI.E ------1 2 3 1 2 

Volume of .Srur:_ple 56,30 59.00 61.50 
CO2 55.00 57.60 60.05 1.30 1.40 
Ill ;'i5.00 57.60 60.05 o.oo o.oo 
02 44.60 46.70 4.-8. 65 10.1c J.0.90 
H2 43.80 45.90 47.e2 .80 .• 80 
co 43.65 45.80 47.75 .15 .10 

02 Added 36.25 ~52. 30 3? .10 
Total Volume 79.90 ?8, J.O 8'1. 85 
Cont. ( 1) 67.40 65. ::,o 71.40 12.50 12.80 
CO2 ( 1) 61.60 59.40 64.25 5.80 5.90 
Cont. ( 2) 61.40 59 .10 64.60 .20 .30 
CO2 ( 2) 60. ~,;o 57.90 63.?0 1.10 l. 20 
To tel Cont. 12.70 1:~.10 
Total CO2 6,90 7 .10 
Ethane .?33 .?33 
Methane 5.4~~ 5.63 
Total 
Nitrogen 

3 1 

1.45 2.31 
o.oo o.oo 

11.40 18.50 
080 1 4') • - <. 

.1.0 .26 

13.45 
6.55 

• 25 
.90 

13.70 
7.45 

.800 1,30 
5.85 9.64 

33,43 
66.4? 

PERCENT 
Sl-lM?LE -----2 3 ---

2.37 2.36 
o.oo o.oo 

18.50 J.8.50 
1.35 1.30 

• l.? • J 7 

1.24 1.30 
9.55 9. ti2 

33.18 33.15 
66.82 66.85 

A'J'ERAGE 

2.34 
o.oo 

18.50 
1.35 
.l? 

1,28 
9.5? 

33 .. 21 
66.79 

M 
tO 



COI1rPONEI:,"11 RMDil\G 
Sh1JPLE 

1 2 3 

Volume of Sample 59.90 57.30 57.30 
CO2 58.50 55.95 55a95 
Ill 58.50 ti5.95 b5.95 
02 47.45 45.35 45.35 

o2 Added 36.10 ?)5. 20 37.00 
Total Volume 83.55 B0.5fi 82.2'·5 
Cont. (1) 70.00 G7.85 69.40 
CO2 ( 1) 63.50 61.70 63.00 
Cont. ( 2) 63.20 61.30 62.80 
CO2 ( 2) 62.35 60.50 62.20 
Total Cont. 
Total 002 
Ethane 
Met bane 
Total 
Nitrogen 

Tab le 2-A, 

DD'.FEHENCE 
SiJl1PLE 

1 2 3 

1.40 1. 35 ls35 
o.oo o.oo o.oo 

11.05 lC•. 60 10.60 

13.55 12.70 12.95 
6. 50 6.15 6.40 

• 30 .40 .20 
.85 .BO .60 

13.85 13.10 13.15 
7 .~'i5 6.95 7.00 

.57 .533 .57 
6.22 5.88 5.88 

:PERCENT 
3.i-JVIPLE 

1 2 

2o34 2.35 
o.oo o.oo 

18.50 lf;. 50 

• 94- .93 
10.37 10.25 
32.15 32.03 

3 

2.35 
o.oo 

lE:.50 

.97 
10. ?5 
32.07 

AVERAGE 

2.35 
o.oo 

18.50 

.95 
10.29 
32.09 
67. 91 

c,:i 
0 



Contraction due to Methane and Ethane 22.96 - 1.35 = 

Percent of Ethane : 2 x 12002 - 21.61 - 1.5 = 1.62% 

Percent of Methane = 12.02 - 2 x lc62 = 8078% 

These values do not agree with Table 1-A. 
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21.61 ml. 

If hydrogen was present it is unlikely t:b.1::t it would not have 

burned completely over the heated spiral to give the contraction due 

to burning hydrogen. This indicates from the calculated percentages 

of methane and ethane from Table 2-A that the carbon dioxide formed by 

the slow combustion alone is greater then is shown by the slow combus

tion from the results of Table 1-A. 

The average totbl contrecction over the copper oxide tube and slow 

combustion from Table 1-A is 23.3 percer..t, and from Table 2-.A the 

average was only 22.9 percent. This indicates that more carbon diox

ide should have been formed by combustion over the copper oxide tube 

in analysis ( 1) to reduce tr.e c:ontraction apparently due to hydrogen. 

It is concluded that some of the hydrocarbons were burned over the 

copper o~ide and Geposited carbon accounting for a large contraction 

witt but little carbon dioxide formed. This resulted in an inaccurate 

deterrriination of the hydrocarbons as well as showing the presence of 

hydrogen and carbon monoxide when tt.ey were absent from the original 

sample. 

3. The recomD 1.ended ter.iperature for the combustion of hydrogen and 

carbon monoxide over cop per oxide is about 290° or 300°c. Table 3-A 

shows tte effect of elevating the temper2ture on the probeble combus

tion of tl;e hydrocarbons present. The effect of absorbing the carbon 

dioxide and oxygen together in the alkaline pyrogallol solution is 

also sLown. 
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Tbe effect of elevating the temper~!ture of the copper oxide tube 

in the presence of the light hydrocarbons of sam1Jle A is negligible, 

Only a slight increase is noted betv,;een 290°and 340°c. The burning 

that does take place is probably due to the very srn1:1ll umollllt oi' heavy 

r.ycirocarbons present w>ic;1 gjve a constEint amount of combustion, while 

the lighter hyc1-rocarbons are 1.rnE,fi'ectedo 

The hhsorption of tl.e CHrton dio~ide HDd the oxygen togetter in the 

ci lYallne pyrogallol solution gives the same total percent c:s when ab

sorbed separately. This shows thBt nothing is insoluble in the pyro

gallol that is soluble in tte 9otassiw1 hydroxide solution to give 

any illwninants when run before the carbon dioxide determinction in 

the potassiwr hydroxide solution.; and there is nothine: in the gas 

sar0,~'le s0luble in tl::.e fuminE sulfuric acir'I. thF•t is also so h;ble in the 

J)Otasf'i1.m1 hydroxide solution. 

4o The results in •rable 4-;_ show tl-.e effect o:f' detsrmirdng the illumin

ents and carbon dioxide together by passing the sample into the fuming 

s\11furi0 acid tLen into the potassium hydrcxide solution. Oxygen is 

ner..t; determined by tbe usu2.l procedure in the alkaline pyrogallol. 

The results indicate ttat the carbon dioxide neither effects any 

solubility of the gases in the furuin1:: suU'uric acid, nor is the carbon 

di.oxide soluble j_n the acid. There is no effect upon the oxygen con-

tent w~~en it is detern,ined. later. 

No differences 2re noted in the res,11 ts regardless of the order of 

2bsorption, using sample ,,, consisting of 2.ir, carbon dioxide, and the 

light hydrocarbons from naturcl gas. 

Sample B. 

1. The gas w2.s analyzed by the standard _procedure, and it was fc:-und 



.................... .._,. ~ ... 
CO:JCPON.Et{T READIKG DIF]'EP.ENCE PERCENT .AVERAGE 

SJJ.'.J?LE S.ANJPLE StJJPLE ·---1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 

Volur:-1e of Sample 54.50 61030 59.90 
CO2 .;. 02 43015 48.50 47.4:0 11.35 12.80 12.50 20.83 20.85 20.85 20.85 
Ill 43. J.5 48.50 47.40 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0,00 0.,00 o.oo OoOO 
H2 42.4:E· 47.70 46.60 .70 .so .80 1.28 1.30 1.33 1.30 
co 42.~'i5 47.60 46.50 .10 .10 .10 .18 .16 .17 .17 
Temperature of 

cuo Tube oc. 290° 310° 340° 290° 31()0 340° 290° 3100 340° 

. .,, . .....,.._ 



tbat a constant absorption in the fmr.ing sulfud.c uc id was not obtain

able. The results in T2ble 1-B show the enalysis of ssmple B 00itting 

the illuminant deterrrdnation. 
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The combustion for the determir1ction of hydroe;en and csrbon rnono:xide 

over the copper oxide varied. 11 constant v::i.lue was not obtcdned by a 

carefi.:.l time-temperature control due to the non-uniform burning of the 

r.e~ivier hydrocarbons. 

The copper oxide was reo:x:idized v11i th _pure oxygen after the deter

n:im::tions in Table 1-D were made, and when the gas was passed into the 

alkali pipette following the oxidation a contraction was noted. '.rhis 

hid :ic:c:.t'.,:c:, t.:"i..:.t c:,r]))n v,as deposited on the copper 0xide probably due 

to cracking of the hydrocarbons during analysis. 

2. To fin1 th8 total hydrocarbon content of t~e gas the absorption of 

illul!linants and the combustion over the co_pper oxide must be omitted. 

The gas was analyzet1 by burning t':'1e hyd.r-oca:cbons in the slow combustion 

pipette. The results are given in Table 2-B. 

The h;;r:lroc3:..~bon content incTeased from about 19 _percent to 2lo35 

per:::ent by omi ttin.s the copper oxide combustion. This means that con

.Jiderable burning took _place ave:;:- the heated oxide, :md that samples 

c ont,iining hydrocarbons heavier than ethane should not be passed over 

th8 heated oxide if an accurate analysis is to be made. 

3. The c;;.;-,:·b::m di,)Xii:e '.J.nd o:xygen were determined together in the alka-

line .i"JjTogullo "]_ solution ~o not,g ar;,y difference i.:i absorption or sol

ubility of the ~·drocarbons in the reagents. The results are given in 

Table o-De 

The ubsor_ption of the carbon dioxide and oxygen t,'.)gether in the 

alkaline pyrogallol soh1tion resulted in the same total _percer,tage as 



T3.bJ.e 4-A 

COMPONENT READING DIFFERENCE PERCENT AVERAGE 
SAMPLE SMJPLE SPJ.Il'LE PERCENT 

-1- 2 3 1 2 3 l 2 3 

Volume of Sample 59.90 57.50 55. z,o 
Ill t CO2 58.50 56.15 54.00 1 .. 40 1.35 1.30 2.34 2.35 2.35 2.35 
02 47.40 45.60 43.75 11.10 10.55 10.25 18.50 18.40 18.50 1e .• 50 



COViJ>O!'i'"EN'l' READING 
SM.,jPLE 

1 2 3 

Volume of Sample 53.50 53.70 ~5 .. 50 
CO 2 49.50 49070 51.35 
02 39.65 39.80 41.15 
H2 39. 60 40.10 4].85 
co 38.40 38.20 40.05 

02 Added 37.60 34.80 41.30 
Total Volurrn 76.00 73.00 81.35 
Cont. ( 1) 64.60 61.60 69 .. z.5 
CO2 ( 1) 52.30 49.80 56.75 
Cont. (2) 52.10 4-9.60 56.25 
CO 2 (2) 50.30 47,80 54.e5 
Total Cont. 
Total CO2 
Ethane 
Methane 
Total 
Nitrogen 

Table 1-B 

DITIERENCE 
SiJJPLE 

1 2 3 

4.00 4o00 4.15 
9.85 9.90 10.20 

.05 f.20 .;.. 70 
1.20 1.90 1.80 

11.40 ll.40 12.00 
J.2. 30 ll.80 12. 60 

.20 .20 .50 
1.80 1.80 1.40 

lJ.60 ll.60 12.50 
14.10 13.60 14,00 
11.05 10.40 10.34 
o.o o.o o.o 

PERCEl'IT 
SAMPLE 

l 2 

7.48 7.46 
18.40 le,.44 

20.70 19s40 
o.oo o.oo 

46.58 45.,26 
53.42 54.74 

3 

7.46 
le.t!:O 

18,64 
o.oo 

44.50 
55.50 

AVERAGE 
FER CENT 

7.46 
18.40 

o.oo 

0i 
O, 



Table 2-B 

COMPONENT READING DD"'FERENCE PERCENT ATh'RAG:E: 
S.AlVIPlE SAJ.'\1PLE S:.AMPLE PERCENT 

1 2 3 1 2 3 l 2 3 

Volume Sample 54010 54.80 
CO 2 50.05 50070 4.05 4.10 7.,48 7.48 7 048 
02 40.10 40 .. 60 9 .. 95 10.10 18a40 18 .. 42 18.41 

02 .Added 39.80 36.40 
Total Volume 79.90 77.00 
Cont. ( 1) 66.90 63.80 l~'ioOO 13.20 
CO2 (1) 52070 49.00 14-.20 14.80 
Cont. (2) 52.40 48.80 .30 .20 
CO2 (2) 51. 30 47.60 1.10 1.20 
Total Cont. 13.30 14.40 
Total CO 2 15 .. 30 J.6. 00 
Ethane llo53 lla74 21030 21.40 21.35 
Methane o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
Total 47.J.e. 47.30 47.24 
Nitrogen 52.82 52070 52.76 



COMPONENT READING 
SJI.MPLE 

1 2 3 ----
Volwne of Sample 59.00 54.50 56.20 
CO2 t 02 43.75 40.40 4lo70 
CO2 43,.75 40040 41.70 

COMPONENT READING 
SAMELE 

1 2 3 

Volume of Sample 63.40 59.50 58.50 
Ill t CO2 57.80 54.50 53.50 
02 46.10 43.50 42.70 

Te.ble 3-B 

DIFFERENCE 
SAMPLE 

l 2 3 

15.25 14.10 14.50 
o.oo o.oo o.oo 

Table 4-B 

D IJi'E'l<....TJ:IBN"CE 
SAMPLE 

1 2 3 

5 .. 60 5.00 5.00 
11.70 11.00 10.80 

PERCENT 
SAMPLE 

1 2 

25.86 25.85 
o.oo o.oo 

?ER CENT 
SAMPLE 

1 2 ---
8.83 8.40 

18.4.7 18.48 

3 

25080 
o.oo 

3 

8.54 
ie.47 

AVERAGE 
PERCENT 

25084 
o.oo 

AVER.AGE 
PERCE11T 

lE.47 

(;J 
CD 



when absorbed separately, and there wos no further absorption after-

wards in the potassiwn hydroxide sol.utiorc. This in.:J~G:::tes th,_ t 211 

of the '.)Xygen and carbon dioxide was absorbed in the alkaline pyro-

gallol, and if any hydrocarbons are soluble i::1 ths oxygen 1~eagent no 

more are soluble in the _potassi·rnt hydroxide solution after being in 

contact with the o.1.lrnli no _py:rng'.lllol. 

4-.;,. consr.c_n1; V-J.h1e f::ir the ct,rh-:1n ,_-J.jo):idc:, snd illurdnants when deter-

ndned together was not obtainable as shown by Table 4-B. 

5. 'The ill1u:1inants were a_eter:-nined by caTefully cont:c-::illing the time 

of contact cf the gas wjtr; the ol,~,a-n, e..r:d the volus:1" was read after 

each two ~as~es. Th~ r8sulta are gi70n in Table 5-3. 

There may be hydroc':irbons in the sample that ar(j classed c.s illum-

inz.nts, and :::.rrc: e.bsorbed by t.he f1rning ~:,ulfuric acid dur:i.ng the :first 

t,~o passes. During subsc3quent contact IJet:'iorls the contraction is 

the heavier saturated hydrocarbons present. The results are ·,mcertair,, 

'lnd thP- absorpti_on j_n the oleun stould be or;dtted for en 2.ceurate 

analysis of the hydrocarbons. An a?proxi:nation of the illwninants 

could. be ,c,2.dA frm~. the first two passes by allo,ci:i.g for the constant 

~ontr&ction that occurs in the following passes. Bowever, the results 

would be questionable. 

sai,1ph, c ::intaining air, carbon dioxide, natUI'al g2.s 2.rid etl:ly-

lene iND.s analyzed by follo,;ir,_g tte stende.:r1 proced.tn'e of er.alysis. The 

results 2tre given in Table 1-C. 

A constant value for tl'-e combustion over the copper oxide tube was 

not obtai:i.able by careful ti1:1e-ternperaturA control, 9.!1d as is shown 
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·Table 5-:S 

lifu1:IB'Zii OE' 30 
C OivJ.:OONEN'r SECOI\1.J PASSES ]:IBWT\~: l...L1;lj DITFE,,.-q:@ICE PERCE1T 

Volume of Sample 54.,4.5 

CO2 50640 4 .. 05 7 .. 45 

Ill 2 50000 o40 

4 49.80 .. 20 

6 49.60 020 

8 49.40 .20 

10 ,19. 80 • 20 

1 ·~ -'-' 49.00 020 

14 48.85 .15 

16 48.,75 .10 
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more combustion occurred at the higher temperatures. The illuminants 

show some variation in results. This is probably due to the presence 

of saturated hydrocarbons heavier than ethane but lighter than the 

hydrocarbons in sample B where large differences occurred in the illum-

inant determj_ nations. 

2o The results of carefully controlled combustion over the copper oxide 

tube are shown in Table 2-8. 

Inconsistent results over the copper oxide tube indfoate that the 

copper oxide combustion will have to be omitted when the gas sarnple 

contains saturated hydrocarbons heavier than ethane. 

The carbon dioxide content of the samples analyzed, except those 

shown in 1r8ble 1-C, are considerably higher. VJhen the results of 

Table 1-C were obtained the higher room temperature may have had a 

decided effect on the carbon dioxide absorption in the potassiwn 

hydroxide solution. 

3. A check on the il11JJ:1irw.nts by controlled time and number of passes 

gave the results in Table 3-C. The gas samples were given two passes 

of thirty seconds durati::m into the fuming sulfuric acid at each 

reading for the illuminant determination. 

The results are similar to those in Table 5-B in tbat after the 

first two passes the contraction fron each two following passes is a 

constant. For the lighter hydrocarbons present the constant contrac

tion is 0.05 milliliters for each two passes of thirty seconds while 

the heavier hydrocarbons gave a. 0.20 milliliter contraction under the 

same conditions. 



COMPONENT READING DlFFERENCE FER CENT AVERAGE 
Si~MPLE S.AJICPLE SJ.~rPLE PERCENT 

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 

Volume of Samr,le 53000 55.20 54.50 
CO2 52.50 54.?0 54.00 • 50 .50 .50 ,94 • 91 .92 .93 
Ill ::,1.10 53.40 52.50 1.40 1.4.0 1.50 2.64 2.54 2.75 2.64 
02 41.50 43.40 42.65 9.60 10.00 9.85 18.10 rn.10 18.10 18.10 
H2 40.?0 42.40 41.15 .BO 1.00 1.50 

co 40.35 42.30 40.65 .35 .10 .50 
'l'enp. of Guo Tube oc. 300° 310° 340° 300° 310° 340° 300° 310° 34-0° 

Table 2-C 

COMPONENT Illi.1-\D ING DIFFERENCE .PERCENT AVERAGE 
SAMPLE SAMPLE s;;LPI.E PERCENT 

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 --- ---
Volume of Sample 54.50 54 .. 80 

CO2 53.85 54015 6" .65 1.19 lo19 1.19 Q :::> 

Ill 52035 52.65 1.50 1.50 2o75 2.?4 2. ?4, 
02 42.55 42.75 9o80 9.90 18.00 lE.10 12 .• 05 
H2 41.95 42.45 0 60 .30 
co 41.95 42.45 .oo .oo 



Table 3-C 

COMP01"ENT REJJ)l~G DI Ji':I!'ERENCE PERCEI'.'T AVERAGE 
SAIV'.PLE St.1WI..E Si'...MPLE P:F~RCENT 

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 

Volume of Sample 58.20 57.70 5t~. 20 
CO2 5'7,50 57.00 57.50 .70 .70 .70 1.20 1.21 1.20 1.20 
Ill 2 passes 56.10 55.45 f,5.95 lo40 1.55 1.55 
Ill 4 passes 55.95 55.40 55.90 .05 .05 .05 
Ill 6 passes 55.90 55.35 55.85 .05 005 005 
Ill Total 1.50 1.65 1.65 2.58 2.86 2a84 2.76 
Oz 45.30 4:4 • 90 4-5.40 10.60 10.45 10.45 15.20 18.10 18.00 18.10 



SUliii\'iARY OF RESULTS 

Three gas samples have been c1nalyzed in an attempt to place lLrti

tations upon the modern Burrell-Oberfell gas analysis apper�tus, and 

ascertain the magnitude of some errors that accompe.ny an analysis made 

to determine the exact composition of industrial gases. Gaseous hydro

carbons, due to their comp le xi t:1,, present a difficult problem if tbey 

are to be separated by a quick, simple and efficient method. The modern 

absorption and combustion gas analysis apparatus does not sinplify this 

problem to any great extent • 
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. An analysis of sample A, consist�ng of air, carbon dioxide, and 

natural gas, may not be passed over heated copper oxide at the recommend

ed temperature to relilove any hydroger,. or carbon monoxide that may be 

present without burning the very small amount of hydrocarbons heavier 

than ethane. This introduces an error too large to say that the analysis 

is exact. 

Sample B, consisting of air, carbon d:l.oxide, and the hydroearbon 

vapors from petroleum ether introduced. a 1':l.rg-s error wher:. passed over 

he2.ted copper oxide, and. the soh�hility of the heavier hydrocarbons 

in the fwning sulfuric acid, used to determine illuminants, was too 

greet and gave inconsistent results. 

Snmple C, consisting of e.ir, cerbon dioxide, natural gas, and 

ethylene likewise b1.n-ned over the hen.ted copper oxide introdueing a 

large error. The sbsorption of the sample by fuming sulfuric aci-:1 

gave 9.pproximate results for the determirn.,tion of illu:ninents, but the 

obsorption of heavier illurn.inants in the presence of hydrocarbons 

heavier than ethane ;vould be questionable. 



Since hydrogen and carbon monoxide will burn over the copper oxide 

at a much lower temperature than 300
°
o. it msy be possible to lower the

temperature and increase the time of contact minj_mizing the error found 

at the higher t emperetures due to the burning of the hydrocarbonso No 

noticeable 13ffect was introduced by the hydrocarbons in the determina

tion of carbon dioxide and oxygeno However, there is evidence of a 

decrease in activity of the potassiwn hydroxide reagent for removing 

carbon dioxio.e as the temperature of the reagent increases slightly 

above ordinary room ternperAtures" 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The followine; conclusions may be formed from the exP:)rimental work 

on the gas samples that contain air, carbon dioxide, and saturated and 

unsaturated gaseous hydrocarbons. 

1. The gas samples containing various gaseous hydrocarbons di. cl not

affect or introduce an error in the determination of carbon dioxide 
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in the potassiwr1 hydroxide reagent. 

2. The gaseous hydrocarbons did not affect the determination of o:xygen

in the alkaline pyrogallol reagent. 

3. Oxygen and carbon dioxide were removed completely from the gas

samples without introducing an error by determining the two together 

in the alkaline pyrogallol reagent. This procedure may be used if a 

saving of time is necessary, but the reagent rr.u3t be chaneed more fre

quently. 

4. Carbon dioxide was not solublFJ no-r did j t promote the solubility of

light hydrocarbons in fumj ne; sulfuric: acid w1J.en the hydrocarbons are 

normally soluble in the acid.. 

5. If any of the gaseous hydrocarbons contained in the se.mples are

soluble in the potassium hydroxide reagent they are equally soluble 

in the alk&line pyrogallol reagent. The reverse is also true. 

6. It is indicated ti:at gases containing saturated hydrocarbons

heuvier than ethane cannot be placed in contact with fuming sulfuric 

acid wi tl1out a portion of the saturated hydrocarbons dissolving in the 

acid during a determinstion of illwninants. 

7" Gases contsining hydrocarbons heavier tben ethane cannot be passed 

over heateQ copper oxide at 300
°

c. without some burning or cracking of 



the heavier hydrocarbons. The burning of ethane is questionable. 

B. An indication was found that carbon dioxide is much less readily

absorbed by the potassium hydroxide solution the bj_gher the temperature 

of the reagent. 

9. Increasing the copper oxide combustion temperature increased the

error due to the combustion of the hydrocarbons over the copper oxide. 

10. At a definite te.rr..perature and ti:11e of contect, the hydrocarhons

heavier than ethane burned non-uniformly over the heated copper oxide. 

11. To obtain an exact analysis of a gas containing hydrocarbons with

the Burrell-Oberfell apparatus using a complete standard procedure 

the sample must be limited in its composition by containing only the 

following gases or combinations of the following gases: carbon dioxide, 

oxygen, hydrogen, car bon monoxide, methane, ethane, ethylene, and possi

bly heavier unsaturated hydrocarbons with no he2cvier saturated hydro

carhons. If the illu.rninants mey be omitted and no hydrogen or carbon 

monoxide is in the sample, saturated. hydrocarbons heavier than ethane 

may be analyzed by combustion. 

47 
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